
T 
HE PURPOSE OF                                                                                                         

BUTTERFLY WINGS     

Understanding and loving your unique gift the 

way a butterfly loves it’s wings. 

 

An excerpt from: A Place Called Peace, and TRUE STYLE: A 

Look Beyond the Surface (both available on Amazon and Kindle) 

 

GIFT ONE (SURVIVAL): Wings are covered with veins to provide 

the creature with oxygen. Butterflies know their wings are the life-

line. Dear Friend, using your gift is your life source. Not using your 

special gift will cause you to die on the inside. 

GIFT TWO (PROTECTION): Wings are spread to ward off at-

tacks from predators. Dear Friend, walk proudly and use your 

special gift to help prevent others or yourself from devaluing 

whom you are. Your gift is your shield and strength of protec-

tion. 

GIFT THREE (WORK): Butterflies work patiently and strate-

gically toward the ability to use their wings. Dear Friend, 

work diligently toward utilizing your gift and achieving your 

goals. 

GIFT FOUR (TRANSPORTATION): Wings are the butterfly’s 

source of transportation, and navigate the creature through 

life. Dear Friend, when you utilize your gift, it becomes your 

roadmap. Your life journey will be more directional and inten-

tional.  

GIFT FIVE (UNIQUE): Each butterfly is blessed with unique 

wings as their source of identification. Dear Friend, your gift 

is uniquely designed by and for you. You are an original and 

not a copy of someone else. 

GIFT SIX (ATTRACTION): Wings are made of unique color 

combinations which make the creature attractive to potential 

mates. Dear Friend, when you operate in your gift, you will 

have a undeniable confidence that will make you attractive to 

suitors, and because of this confidence you’ll know what you 

will and will not tolerate. 
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